[Your organization’s name] Hosts Exhibit Examining the History and Future of Water in Tennessee

[City], TN – *Tennessee Waters: Shaping Our Land, Our Lives, and Our Future* is a traveling exhibit exploring the overall environmental, historical, and cultural impact of water in Tennessee. The exhibit highlights an important chapter of Tennessee’s story and provides host communities a context for current conversations about growth, sustainability, jobs, and the economy.

The *Tennessee Waters* project enables local organizations to engage visitors with challenging new perspectives of community life surrounding our relationships to the natural features of the places we live.

“We are pleased to offer this wonderful educational program to our community and to introduce our audiences to this important perspective of our state and local history,” said [Name, Organization, Title].

The exhibit will be on view at [VENUE NAME] [DATE through DATE]. Also scheduled is a free, public discussion program, [TITLE HERE], facilitated by [SCHOLAR, TITLE]. The discussion will be held [DATE/TIME/ETC].

*Tennessee Waters* is organized by Humanities Tennessee, the Tennessee Historical Society, and the Albert Gore Research Center at Middle Tennessee State University. The exhibition tour in Tennessee is made possible by Humanities Tennessee, an independent affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities.

[Your organization’s name] is a [description…]

###

For more information about this event, please contact [INFO] by calling [xxx-xxx-xxxx], or email [First name] at [email address].